
Wren  Feathers 
Pattern for Navajo outfit   

 
Notes: 

• Seam allowances are ¼” unless otherwise specified.  

• Print the patterns with no scaling. There is a mark on each page showing an inch. Match that to a 
ruler and make sure it’s correct. 

• Patterns are designed to close flush in the back, so appropriate closures would be Velcro, buttons with 
loops or hooks and eyes.  

• Check my blog for free patterns here: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com 

•  This pattern is copyrighted by me and may not be shared or sold.  If you sell things made from this 
pattern I would appreciate credit for the pattern design.   

• This outfit is based on “traditional” Navajo women's clothing which is an adaptation of European 
clothing from the 19th century, after the Navajo came in contact with Europeans.  Prior to that, their 
clothing was more like what is worn by the Pueblo people.  Traditionally this costume consists of a full, 
velvet blouse and tiered, gathered calico skirt. While you can use velvet, stretch velvet or velveteen for 
the larger dolls, it is a little too bulky to fit the hearts for hearts dolls.  For them I would suggest either 
very fine baby corduroy or flannel.  The skirt can be made of any cotton quilting fabric. 

• You could also use the shirt pattern to make a Cherokee ribbon shirt! 
• Make the skirt out of 3 coordinating fabrics and attach it to one of the fairy bodices for a sundress! 
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 Kidz n Cats Trendon 
Sasha 

Magic Attic Hearts for 
Hearts 

American girl Journey 
girl** 

Chest 8.5” 8.75 Just under 
9.5” 

6.5” 11.25” 10.25 

Waist 8” 8.25” 8.75” 5.75” 11” 10” 
Head 10.5” 10” 11.25” 10” 12.25” 12” 
Inseam 6.5” 6” 6” 5” 6.5” 6.25” 

Please note – Kidz n Cats have two body molds, the newer one is larger than what’s listed, but the patterns should still 
fit.  American girl measurements vary based on amounts of stuffing.  Head measurements may vary slightly between 

dolls based on differences in head molds.   
**Fitting Journey girls:  you can use the AG size, but it is a little baggy.  For a perfect fit lay the green and blue pattern 

pieces together and draw a line halfway between them where they differ.  The finished one should be a little bigger than 
green and a little smaller than blue. 
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Sew collar pieces, Clip, turn, press..  If you want to make a fake front placket, turn under the edges of a small 
scrap and press.  Topstitch it to the front. 

 
Baste on collar 
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Face neckline with bias.  Clip, turn, press. and stitch down by hand or machine 

Press collar down.  
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Gather top and bottom of sleeves, fold cuffs in half and press.  Fold them around your doll’s hand to check 
size.  Dolls with widely spread fingers (Magic Attic, AG) may require you to leave the cuff open at the bottom 
(close with Velcro/hook and eye) to get it over their hands but still be tight on the wrist.  Using stretch velvet 
will eliminate this problem. 

 
Attach cuffs to sleeves 
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Sleeves of traditional blouses are often very full and the fullness is concentrated in the center.  Adjust gathers 
and sew sleeves into armscyes. 
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Sew up side seams and finish raw edges.  Hem. 

 
Try on doll and close flush with Velcro/hook and eye or overlap with snaps. 
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Navajo blouses often are decorated with sterling silver buttons/decorations.  Navajo dolls use sequins.  Attach 
them with beads like this. 

 

 
Finish the top and bottom edges.  Hem bottom and make a 3/8” casing for elastic in the top.  Run a gathering 
row on the middle and bottom tier. 
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Attach bottom tier to middle 

 
And middle tier to top.  Insert elastic to fit doll’s waist  in top casing and sew up the back seam. 
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Match to piece on 
next page before 
cutting! 
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Skirt cutting chart for larger dolls: 

 Top Middle Bottom 
Sasha 3”x14” 2.5”x18” 3”x25” 
KnC 3.5”x14” 3”x18” 3.5”x25” 
AG 3.5”x17” 3”x24” 3.5”x30” 
 
This chart is a rough conversion to centimeters in case the rulers in your country don’t have inches  

 Top Middle Bottom 
Sasha 7.5x35.5 6.4x46 7.5x63 
KnC 9x35.5 7.5x46 9x63 
AG 9x43 7.5x61 9x76 
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